
Should postcolonial scholars not begin to talk about the one and only decisive phenomenon that 
energizes today’s global crisis: MONEY? This was the theme of our Platform meeting on 18 January 
2013 in Amsterdam. 
 
In the 1980s, the age of postcoloniality began to slip into the age of 
globalization. No wonder... As Patrick Williams and Peter Childs 
suggest: globalization is the next stage in the ever expanding rise of 
capitalism, that does no longer need settler colonies to secure its 
imperial growth. While this does not mean that the idiom of 
postcolonialism has become obsolete, postcolonial scholars are facing 
the challenge to analyze today’s global condition in contemporary 
terms: how to theorize the global banking crisis, various forms of 
poverty, the growth of an excessively rich global upper class, and, for 
example, the principle of shareholder value maximization ("the dumbest idea in the world")? 
 
While the majority of postcolonial scholars hails from the humanities, they often keep a safe distance 
to economical issues. However, to be able to offer relevant reflections on the multi-faceted historical 
process of colonization and its manifold effects, postcolonial theory has always been interdisciplinary. 
The need for interdisciplinarity – an interdisciplinarity that also includes more "factual" disciplines, 
like economics – asserts itself now more urgently than ever. 
 
This Platform meeting on MONEY will consist of: 

 A provocative crash course in the economic principles behind the latest developments of 
(financial) capitalism, that has lead to the global banking crisis and the debt crisis; 

 A reading and discussion of various contemporary texts in which economical insights in 
(financial) capitalism are related to the study of postcoloniality and globalization; 

 Presentations by three scholars working in this field, followed by debate 
 A joint on-the-spot-analysis of Renzo Martens’ documentary film Enjoy Poverty (2008) 

  

Morning: WHERE IS THE ECONOMY IN POSTCOLONIAL CULTURAL STUDIES? 
10.15  Welcome 
10.30  Short introduction of the platform theme by Isabel Hoving, Leiden University 
10.45  "Capitalism, Commodification and Postcolonial Theory" 

Guest lecture by Caroline Kögler, Dept. of Postcolonial, Transnational and Transcultural 
Studies, Westphalian Wilhelms University Münster 

11.30  Break 
11.45  Responses to the Lecture and Discussion of Readings (distributed in advance):  

 Jane Pollard, Cheryl McEwan and Alex Hughes - from Postcolonial Economies 

 Eiman O. Zein-Elabdin and S. Charusheela - from Postcolonialism Meets Economics 

 Ha-Joon Chang - from 23 Things They Don’t Tell You About Capitalism 
12.45 Lunch 
  
Afternoon: PRESENTATIONS AND PROJECTS 
14.00  Food for Thought and Discussion I: Economic Tropes in the Dutch Novel 

Guest lecture by Saskia Pieterse, Dept. of Dutch Studies, Utrecht University 
15.00  Break 
15.15  Food for Thought and Discussion II: Corporate Globalisation in the University 

Presentation of a project by Sruti Bala, Dept. of Theatre Studies, University of Amsterdam 
16.00 On-the-spot analysis of Renzo Martens’ documentary film "Enjoy Poverty" (2008) 
16.45  Concluding remarks 
17.00  Drinks 
 
Venue: Bungehuis, Spuistraat 210/212, Amsterdam, Room 015 


